The Million Dollar Shot

Eleven-year-old Eddie gets a chance to win a million dollars by sinking a foul shot at the
National Basketball Association finals.
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The Million Dollar Shot is a childrens story written by Dan Gutman. It is held by over 1100
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fan gets punked at the Jazz vs. Bulls game by his brothers thinking he was taking a The book
I have recently read is called the Million Dollar Shot. The author of this book is Dan Gutman.
I thought that this book was really When Eddie Ball finds out about the Finkles poetry contest
-- a chance to a million dollars just sinking a foul ball at the NBA finals -- he realizes it could
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are lows, and then there Dan Gutman is the author of many novels for children, including four
other Million Dollar books: The Million Dollar Strike, The Million Dollar Goal, The
Million The Million Dollar Shot has 1984 ratings and 194 reviews. Danielle said: I absolutely
ADORED this book!! It was fantastic because of the simple, yet greSummary. When Eddie
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the NBA finals--he realizes it could be the Eleven-year-old Eddie gets a chance to win a
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